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THE NEW HYGIENIC HOSTEL MATTRESS
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Sleeptite continue to 
innovate .. 

The new BUGTITE  mattress range has 
been created using the latest fabric 
technology to deliver a new standard in 
hostel bed hygiene and comfort. 

Our latest innovation is the SuperSoft 
mattress engineered from 3 layers of high 
density foam to offer outstanding comfort 
and performance.

Our mattresses incorporate zip-on covers 
which can be replaced without the need to 
replace the mattress core. Mattress cores 
are made of a solid slab of fire certified 
(Complies to BS 7177 Medium Hazard) 
polyurethane foam and are designed for 
contract use. 

Durable and practical this new standard 
comes at a surprisingly affordable cost. 

Better still next time you can simply buy 
new covers and you mattresses will be like 
new again.  

Why not contact us to discuss how we can 
improve your hostel standards and at the 
same time save you money. 



BUGTITE  HYDRO is a water and soil 
resistant mattresses for the hostel industry, 
and now our best seller. 

HYDRO Mattress Ticking is a waterproof, 
breathable, flame retardant fabric designed 
for use on contract mattresses. The 
waterproof layer helps to extend the life of 
the mattress as it does not allow penetration 
to the core of the mattress. It has a wipe 
clean face and is offered in a user friendly, 
multi directional brush stroke design. 

The fabric is treated with anti-fungal / anti-
bacterial agents, designed to resist growth 
of MRSA, E-Coli and many other microbes.

HYDRO offers easy removal of numerous 
substances, including blood, make-up, food-
stuff and oil based staining.  It will not break 
down on contact with urine, allowing for 
wipe-clean / re-use. 

The fabric meets the tear strength and 
abrasion requirements for contract 
upholstery and bedding fabric
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We got you covered
We all know that accidents can happen. 
Whether it is a spilt drink or a personal 
mishap, having the assurance of a water 
resistant outer layer can help. 

Our new BUGTITE HYDRO is both durable 
and practical and comes at a surprisingly 
affordable price.

Our mattress cover is manufactured using 
the latest fabric coating technology. HYDRO 
delivers a new standard in mattress hygiene 
and comfort.

Like our standard BUGTITE mattress the 
outer cover zip makes it easy to replace a 
cover when required.  
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please contact us.

Tel:  +353 (0) 1 285 5533  
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BUGTITE combines a unique 
mosquito deterrent effect. 

4/1 Twill Weave fabric incorporates a 
tear resistant feature.

The anti-odor treatment of the fabric 
helps maintain freshness.

Hand wet wipe and dry fabric to maintain 
freshness and remove stains.

Anti-bedbug mattress ticking prevents 
the settlement and breeding of bedbugs.

Waterproof breathable mattress cover 
including tested urea resistance. 

Our special antibacterial treatment 
keeps mattresses fresher and safer 

Antimicrobial finish will not support 
microbial growth including MRSA

Keeps dust mites away and promotes 
a healthy sleeping environment.

Incorporates a Hypo-Allergenic 
barrier against mites, bed bugs etc.

Our new BUGTITE mattress range has
some very clever features making it 
one of the best mattresses in the 
industry. Now you can rest assured 
your customers are getting a good 
nights sleep. Zip off covers provide 
extended mattress life, saving you 
money and extending mattress life.

Whereas the mattress material is 
tested and treated with the deterrents 
listed, no guarantee against bites is 
implied. Hand washing or dry cleaning 
of this mattress product is not 
recommended. 

BUGTITE HYDRO  mattress includes a 
urea resistant coating and waterproof 
finish to protect the mattress core. 

Another important feature is the 
excellent stain removal properties of 
the cover material. Best results are 
achieved using a wet wipe and then 
drying with a cloth.

Do not Dry Clean this mattress 
product. 




